Lighthouse Cutout Series: Crooked River Lighthouse (FL)
Supplies needed:

















6-13 sheets of 8½ X 11” white cardstock (65-67 lb)
1 sheet of 8½ X 11” red cardstock (65-67 lb)
2-6 sheets of white copy paper
Fast drying glue (such as Aleene’s Tacky® Glue)
Scissors
X-Acto® knife or any sharp cutting tool
Cutting mat or cutting board
Black permanent marker (such as Sharpie®)
Tools to score (See General Tip #3)
About 13 feet white household string (or white yarn)
About 4 feet red craft string (or red yarn)
About 18” black craft string (or black yarn)
1 plastic page protector sleeve
1 bulletin board push pin with a black round ball head
Paper towel or rag
Post-it notes

Optional Supplies:







While not required, a paper cutter is helpful!
Copy paper to print Instructions and/or Appendix
Various paper clips (See General Tip #5)
Ruler and pencil (See General Tip #6)
Tape to secure Tabs
Toothpicks or wooden skewers to spread glue

General Tips:
1. To avoid frustration, use a good quality, fast drying glue.
2. Cut just inside the solid line for a cleaner looking finished product.
3. Unless directed differently, score all dotted lines before folding. To score
a straight line, line up a ruler then run a dull butter knife or spoon handle
over the dotted line. Fold gently. (If you use scissor tips be extra careful.)
4. If the model isn’t fitting together easily for any reason, leave the project
and return to it after a rest period.
5. Paper clips can make handy clamps to hold pieces in place while glue
dries.
6. Pencils and rulers can be finger extenders when you can’t reach to secure
a tab.
7. Slot, Section and Tab letters mate together during construction. Connect
them when told to do so in the instructions.
8. Since cutting out the piece may remove the Slot, Section or Tab name,
consider using a pencil to lightly note the name on the back of the piece.
9. Some modelers prefer to cut straight lines with a straight edge (ruler) and
X-Acto®. Others prefer scissors or a paper cutter. Feel free to use what
works for you.
10. A word on pointed triangular tabs versus flat topped trapezoid shaped
tabs: some like a sharp pointed tab to slide into a slot. Others feel the
point curls too easily and prefer a trapezoid or flat topped tab. Simply
snip off the point if you find it easier.
11. The instructions generally call for cutting out the piece then using the XActo® knife to cut the slots. Some modelers prefer to cut the slots before
cutting out the piece. Do what you find easier.
12. Have Fun!
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Instructions:
This 14 page advanced kit will allow you to
construct a model of Florida’s Crooked River
Lighthouse. The actual lighthouse tower stands 100
feet tall and the completed model will stand 18
inches tall.
First, gather all supplies and read the General Tips
on page 1.
Using a color printer placed on the “Actual Size”
setting (rather than “Fit” or “Shrink Oversized
Pages” setting), print pages as follows:
 Print pages 7-11 on white cardstock
 Print page 6 on red cardstock
 Print pages 12 and 13 on copy paper
 The construction steps (on pages 1-5) and
Appendix: Making a Railing (page 14) may be
printed on copy paper, card stock or followed
on your screen without printing.

 Step 1
Precision scoring and cutting are critically important
for a nice finished model. Take your time!
Use a straight edge (ruler) to score pieces on the
dotted lines:
 8 Red Vertical Corner Supports on page 6
 4 White Bottom Horizontal Supports on page 7
 8 White Vertical Corner Supports on page 8.

Do this before cutting pieces out. These pieces will
slide around if scored after cutting.
Cut the following pieces on the solid lines.
 8 Red Vertical Corner Supports on page 6
 4 Long Red Horizontal Supports on page 6
 4 Short Red Horizontal Supports on page 6
 4 White Bottom Horizontal Supports on page 7
 4 White Vertical Center Supports on page 7
 4 Long White Horizontal Supports on page 7
 4 Short White Horizontal Supports on page 7
 8 White Vertical Corner Supports on page 8
Consider also cutting out the piece name from the
page to label small stacks of each type of piece and
avoid confusion as you proceed.
Fold pieces with dotted lines, placing dotted lines

on the inside for a cleaner looking finished
product.
Optional: Save a few red scraps of paper for Step
4.
 Step 2
In this step you will use Templates to glue the
Supports into the proper place to form the upper
and lower section of one tower side. Use the
template on page 12 for the white supports and
the template on page 13 for the red supports.
This step has 8 parts: making 4 white wall side
pieces and 4 red wall side pieces of the tower.
Begin with the Lower White Side Template on
page 12 and slide it into a clear plastic page
protector.
Generically speaking, all three pieces which have
been folded are placed so that the open “V” faces
the inside center of the piece and other pieces are
placed so that any residual black lines face up,
towards you.
Place two White Vertical Corner Supports on the
template so that the open parts of the “V”s face
each other and the pieces are exactly in place as
indicated on the template. You may wish to hold
them in place temporarily with sticky portions of
post-it notes. (Caution: using painters tape may
rip your pieces when it is removed!)
Place a small glue dab on the inside flat bottom of
each of the three White Vertical Corner Support’s
V at the intersections where the three Horizontal
Supports meet the Vertical Corner Support.
Using the Lower White Side Template from page
12 as your guide, press three different supports
into place: the Short White Horizontal Support
goes on top, followed by the Long White
Horizontal Support in the middle and the White
Bottom Horizontal Support goes, well, on the
bottom with the V facing up towards the top of
the page. Take care to glue only on the inside
bottom half of the Vertical Corner Support (the
half that is flat against the workspace, not the half
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that is sticking up. Again, consider holding them
in place with a post-it note.
Once the three Horizontal Supports are in place,
glue the White Vertical Center Support where
indicated by the template. Don’t use too much
glue!!
When the glue has dried enough to gently slide
the piece off the page protector, do so, then
wipe the page protector with a slightly damp
paper towel to remove any glue drips and
repeat this process three more times until you
have the four White Wall Side Pieces of the
tower.
Slide the Lower White Side Template out of the
page protector and replace with the Upper Red
Side Template found on page 13. Make four
Red Wall Side Pieces using the same technique
with the 8 Red Vertical Corner Supports, 4 Long
Red Horizontal Supports and 4 Short Red
Horizontal Supports you cut out previously.
Allow all 8 wall side pieces (that is, 4 white ones
and 4 red ones) to dry thoroughly while you
continue with the following step.
 Step 3
Cut out the Upper Red Center Pole from what’s
left of page 6 and the Lower White Center Pole
from page 9. Place glue on Tab H and attach the
Lower White Center Pole piece to the Upper
Red Center Pole piece along Section H so you
have a bi-colored large rectangle with Tabs G
running along the left side.
Beginning with Tab G, roll this rectangle into a
tube gently so it doesn’t form creases. The tube
circumference should be about 4 ¼”. Glue or
tape along Tab G to form the tower’s Center
Pole. Set aside to dry.
 Step 4
Retrieve all 8 pieces of the wall side pieces.
Using two small dabs, attach one White Wall

Piece to one Red Wall Piece by gluing all of Tab A
(and no more) on top of the Red Vertical Corner
Support Section. Repeat to form the other three
Red Wall Pieces.
Glue two of these bi-colored Wall Pieces together
by nesting the Vertical Corner Support V’s together,
forming a 90° angle. Stated another way, one
Vertical Corner Support will be completely on top
of the second piece’s Vertical Corner Support. Test
fit then glue.
You will need to cut a very small slit in the White
Bottom Horizontal Support so the piece will
overlap smoothly with the mating Vertical Corner
Support. Snip no more than ¼”. Use your
judgement as no guide line is provided.
Continue until all four walls are connected and from
a standing Skeletal Tower. If you wish to be fancy,
glue small ½” x ½” red scraps of paper over the
white Tab A so it will not show on the inside of the
tower. Set this piece aside.
 Step 5
Cut out the Tower Base from page 10 then cut
angular slots on the black lines as well as the starlooking lines in the white circle with the X-Acto®
knife. The gray lines are guidelines—do not cut
them. Do not cut out the entire circle, just form
triangular tabs within the circle.
Retrieve the red and white Center Pole. Place a
solid dollop of glue on your dominate pointer finger
and hold the Center Pole upside down (white side
up, red side down) with your non-dominate hand.
Run your gluey finger inside the tube about a ½ ”
down. Then, taking care that the door (gray
rectangle) directly faces one of the base’s sides,
press the star triangles from the Base Piece up and
into the Center Pole, attaching to the inner surfaces
to secure a ‘concrete pad’ for the skeletal structure
to rest on. HINT: a toothpick is great for pressing the
tabs into the glue. Set aside to dry and wash your
hands.
 Step 6
In this step you will create the delicate railing
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around the lantern room (top) of your lighthouse
model. Instructions follow and pictures are available
in the Appendix on page 14 of this kit.
Carefully cut out the Railing Piece found on page 11.
Cut out as one piece. Due to the thinness of the
piece, scoring is not necessary and might be
dangerous to the integrity of the piece.
Bend each Section D up to form the inner rail, then
bend Section E back to form the outside of the rail.
The final fold will place Section F along the bottom,
tucked under the platform. Don’t glue yet!
Cut about 10” of black string then place a chocolate
chip sized blob of glue on your index finger and pull
the string through the glue, rubbing it in with your
thumb and index finger. (Failure to complete this
step may result in droopy railings!) Set on a piece of
scrap paper while you wash your hands.
Once these preliminary folds are completed, place
the center of the black string inside one Section D &
E, near the shared fold, to form the top “bar” of the
railing. Glue each Section D over each Section E,
holding the string in place. Glue Section F under the
platform. Work from the center around both
clockwise and counter-clockwise until you have a
proper looking “bar.” Tuck the beginning and end of
the string together between the final railing. Trim
the string. Set this piece aside.
 Step 7
Locate the Lantern Room Piece on what’s left of
page 11 and cut it out. Score the Tabs along the
dotted lines and cut the 2 Slots P as indicated. Curl
the piece into a cylinder and glue Tab I behind
Section I. Glue about 6” of black string to the long
dotted line. Set aside.

Cut out the Upper Platform Pieces Parts A & B (from
what’s left of page 8) including removal of the white
inner sections, which are waste. Glue Part A to Part B
so you have a sturdier piece and black on both sides.
Trim slightly to omit unsightly white bits showing.
Attach this piece to the Lantern Room Piece by
pointing Tabs P down, sliding it around the outside
and slipping Tabs P into Slots P. It should fit snuggly

but if it is too tight, trim the inner circle just a hair.
Glue or tape Tabs P to the inside. Touch up any
unsightly white spots with a black Sharpie® pen
then run a very, very thin thread of glue along the
underside bottom.
Fold the white Tabs N in at a slight angle towards
the center of the tube. This is what you will soon
use to secure the Roof Piece. Fold the black Tabs
M out to form 90° angles. These tabs will soon
secure this piece to the tower.
 Step 8
Cut out, score and gently fold the Roof Piece (from
what’s left of page 10.) Tuck the Tab under a black
roof panel and glue.
Attach the Roof Piece to the Lantern Room Piece
by putting glue on Tabs N and pressing them
against the inner part of the Roof Piece. Set aside
to dry.
Retrieve the Railing Piece and now that it is dry,
touch up any white guide lines or paper edges with
the black Sharpie® pen.
Now connect the Lantern Room piece to the
Railing Piece by laying Tabs M over the black floor
of the Railing Piece. Tabs M are extra large to
ensure centeredness. Test fit the piece and look at
it from all directions to ensure it is exactly straight
and centered, then glue. Trim excess Tabs M so
they are flush with the edge. Use the Sharpie®
again if needed.
Use a round black topped bulletin board push pin
to simulate the ventilator ball by pressing one into
the peak of the roof. Hold in place with a small dab
of glue. Set aside.

 Step 9
In this step you will attach the Skeletal Tower to
the Center Pole. Retrieve both pieces now.
The four Bottom Support Pieces of the Skeletal
Tower will soon lay flat against the Base. Make
small ½ ” cuts along the dotted line of all four Tabs
B along the White Vertical Corner Supports at the
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bottom of the Skeletal Tower. Do the same along
the dotted lines of all four Tabs C along the Red
Vertical Corner Supports at the top of the
Skeletal Tower.
Slide the Skeletal Tower piece over the Center
Pole piece. Red is on top, white is on the
bottom. Tuck the four Tabs B into the Base
angular slots so that the Bottom Support Pieces
are flush against the “concrete pad” Base. Fold
the slit Tabs B in a crisscross fashion and tape or
glue absolutely flat to the underside of the Base.
Cut the Lower Platform Piece from what’s left of
page 10. Using the X-Acto® knife, cut the angular
Slots C as well as the slots inside the white circle
as indicated. Do not cut the circle out. The slices
will form Tabs as you did before on the Base
Piece. Place this piece black side down (facing
the Base) and slide the red Tabs C through the
angular Slots C.
Once again, glue up your finger and apply glue
inside the tube of the Center Pole, this time inside
the red portion. Attach the Lower Platform Piece
making sure the octagonal sides are straight (four
of the eight sides are parallel to the Base Piece’s
four sides).
Then, crisscross the red Tabs C and glue or tape
them absolutely flat to the back of the Lower
Platform Piece using the same technique you did
with the bottom.
Retrieve the Lantern Room/Railing Piece and
attach it to the tower top, carefully checking all
views for a straight line before glue dries.
Sharpie® pen time again!
 Step 10
In this step you will attach white and red string to
represent the cables that crisscross through the
supports. Use the white string among the bottom
white supports and the red string among the
upper red supports. Each trapezoid (you will
remember from Jr High geometry class this is a
sort of irregular rectangle) in the Skeletal Tower
will ultimately have one string X through it.

There is no right or wrong way to accomplish this
step but here are some tips:
 Use a manageable length of string for each
section. Too much string just knots itself. I
like to work with no more than a 4 foot
length at one time .
 Use glue to hold the strings in place against
the back of the supports and under the White
Bottom Horizontal Supports.
 Try to keep glue blobs and string ends behind
the Vertical Support V’s where they are less
noticeable.
 If you choose to wrap a support in front,
strive to wrap all similar supports in the front.
Or back. The idea here is to be consistent.
 Consider wrapping one level, say the bottom,
vertically right and up, then right and down,
coming back with a second string after the
first string has had a bit of time to dry, to
cross the X in the other direction.
 A toothpick or wooden skewer can be useful
to spread small amounts of glue in tricky
places.
 See General Tips #4 and #12!
 Step 11
Add your initials and the date to the Tag Piece
from page 9. Glue this to the bottom of the
model base, or a location of your choice.

Display your completed Crooked River
Lighthouse Model in a prominent place with
extreme pride! This has been a very complex
model and you are to be commended for
completion!

I received magnificent help for this project from
my editor, Shirley Splittstoesser and
photographer, Allan W. Blunt.
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8 Red Vertical Corner Supports
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

4 short red
Horizontal
supports

4 long red Horizontal supports

Tab G

Upper Red Center Pole Section H
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4 White
Vertical
Center
supports 

4 White Bottom horizontal
supports 

4 long white
Horizontal
supports

4 short white 
Horizontal
supports
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8 White Vertical Corner Supports 
A

A

A

A

A

A

Part A

A

A

Tabs P

Upper Platform Pieces
Part B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B
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Tab H

Tag Piece 
Crooked River Lighthouse, FL
______

___/___/___


add
your
initials
here

add
the
date
here

Tab G



MB
Lower White Center Pole 
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4 Slots C are L shaped 

4 Slots C are L shaped 

4 Slots C are L shaped 

4 Slots C are L shaped

 Tower
Base

 Roof Piece
 Lower Platform Piece
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Railing Piece

These solid gray lines
simulate the lantern
room panels. Do not cut
or fold

 Lantern Room Piece
N

N

N

N

Section I

Glue black string to
long dotted line.

Tab I

Cut Slots P on
white solid line.

Tabs
M

Tabs
M

Tabs
M

Tabs
M
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Lower White Side Template

White
Vertical
Center
support


Short White Hori-

Long White

-zontal Supports

Horizontal Supports

White Bottom Horizontal Support
(place here so the open part of the “V” faces up towards the top of the page)
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Upper Red Side Template

Short Red Horizontal
Support

Long Red Horizontal Support
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Appendix: Creating a Railing
The technique used to make a lighthouse cutout railing is similar for several of the lighthouse cutouts in this
series. This appendix demonstrates with photos the steps necessary. The kit you are working on may consist
of a red, white or black railing. The color does not matter. Also, the particular kit you are working on may
consist of an octagonal, square or circular platform but again, the shape is immaterial and as the technique

Figure 1: Carefully cut out the Railing
Piece, noting the location of Sections
D, E, and F

Figure 2: The Railing Piece is cut out
as one part. Guidelines for folding
Sections D, E and F are clear.

Figure 4: Work glue into the string
with your thumb and forefinger to
prevent it from drooping or sagging.

Figure 5: Place string between
Sections D & E, forming the top. Glue
D over E, holding the string in place.
Glue Section F under the platform.

Figure 3: Bend Sec. D up, forming rail’s
inside. Bend Sec. E back, forming rail’s
outside. Sec. F folds along the bottom.

Figure 6: While glue is damp, gently
shape symmetrical railings & bar.
Glue string’s end and beginning under
a rail.

Figure 8: The completed Railing Piece
Figure 7: Carefully touch up guideis ready for the next construction step.
lines and white edges with a matching
colored marker.
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